Approaches and challenges to optimising primary care teams’ electronic health record usage
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ABSTRACT

Background  Although the presence of an electronic health record (EHR) alone does not ensure high quality, efficient care, few studies have focused on the work of those charged with optimising use of existing EHR functionality.

Objective  To examine the approaches used and challenges perceived by analysts supporting the optimisation of primary care teams’ EHR use at a large U.S. academic health care system.

Methods  A qualitative study was conducted. Optimisation analysts and their supervisor were interviewed and data were analysed for themes.
Results
Analysts needed to reconcile the tension created by organisational mandates focused on the standardisation of EHR processes with the primary care teams’ demand for EHR customisation. They gained an understanding of health information technology (HIT) leadership’s and primary care team’s goals through attending meetings, reading meeting minutes and visiting with clinical teams. Within what was organisationally possible, EHR education could then be tailored to fit team needs. Major challenges were related to organisational attempts to standardise EHR use despite varied clinic contexts, personnel readiness and technical issues with the EHR platform. Forcing standardisation upon clinical needs that current EHR functionality could not satisfy was difficult.

Conclusions
Dedicated optimisation analysts can add value to health systems through playing a mediating role between HIT leadership and care teams. Our findings imply that EHR optimisation should be performed with an in-depth understanding of the workflow, cognitive and interactional activities in primary care.
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What is known about the topic
• Successful primary care HIT adoption has been impacted by wide variation in EHR functionality between practise sites and time costs in learning effective ways to use the EHR.
• Ongoing support beyond the implementation period targeting improved use of existing functionality within the EHR is positively associated with organisations that are effective in maximising physician EHR adoption and use.

What this paper adds
• This study identifies in detail the approaches used by optimisation analysts to bridge different goals of HIT leadership and primary care teams at a large organisation undergoing primary care transformation.
• The study highlights challenges inherent in EHR optimisation and can inform other organisations who are interested in developing optimisation training.
• The study underscores the need to involve all stakeholders in planning EHR optimisation to understand how EHR use can be integrated within the existing organisational structure and culture.

INTRODUCTION
In the United States, there is increasing recognition that the presence of an electronic health record (EHR) does not assure high quality and efficient care.1–4 Understanding how EHRs are used within the clinical context is critical to achieving improvements in care.5,6 The 2009 American Reinvestment and Recovery Act contained significant incentives for EHRs in its Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) Act provisions.7 These incentives require clinicians and hospitals to demonstrate the use of certified EHR technology in ways that require significant changes in care processes. In addition, in the past five years, there has been an emphasis on the appropriate use of information technology as a key component of practises becoming certified patient-centred medical homes.8 Medical homes are a term in the United States used to describe a model for primary care, where care is coordinated and patients receive comprehensive, understandable care when and where they need it.9,10 In response to these forces, health information technology (HIT) adoption has increased in the past few years.11,12 A growing literature is providing in-depth insights into the role of the EHR in improving the quality of health care13–15 and barriers to its adoption.16–24 These research findings help decision-makers understand how EHRs can transform health care services and how organisations can best support EHR adoption and use among clinicians and staff. Studies also document wide variation in practises’ use of EHR functionality (e.g. electronic prescribing and patient problem lists)21 and significant physician time costs in learning effective ways to use an EHR.22
Few studies to date, however, are focused on improving the use of existing functionality within an EHR (i.e. EHR optimisation) after implementation. In particular, study of this support in the ambulatory care setting is limited. One comparative study found that sites that used the EHR most successfully spent time on optimisation that was defined as dedicating ongoing resources for improving use of EHR functionality beyond the period when the EHR was implemented. Increased understanding of how organisations can support and improve EHR usage after implementation is a critical step towards achieving the EHR’s potential as a tool for facilitating high quality and efficient care.

The objective of this exploratory study was to examine the approaches to primary care EHR optimisation used by optimisation analysts working for a large academic health care system in the Midwestern United States. We also describe the perceived goals and challenges for optimisation with the aim of assisting other organisations to design and implement EHR optimisation programmes for primary care teams.

METHODS

Organisational context
This study was conducted as part of a formal evaluation of a primary care team building and quality improvement initiative based on the Dartmouth Clinical Microsystems approach. Training primary care teams to make full use of technology are one of the organisational goals for this initiative. Two optimisation analysts were funded to work (1.8 full-time equivalent) with participating primary care teams to increase their competency in using the EHR. At the time of data collection, 27 primary care teams had participated in this initiative.

Primary care teams consisted of physicians, medical assistants, nurses, receptionists, and occasionally nurse practitioners, physician assistants, radiology, pharmacy and laboratory staff. The health system uses Epic Systems’ EpicCare (locally called Health Link) as its EHR. This EHR was implemented in stages across primary care from 2004 to 2012.

Analysts focused on optimisation activities that supported mastery of EHR functionality that was currently available rather than developing new functionality.

Participants and procedures
First, a joint in-person interview was conducted with these two primary care optimisation analysts. These individuals have over 10 years of experience with EHR implementation and training, and one had a prior clinical background. A semi-structured interview guide was used to focus the discussion, and conversation between the participants was evoked. Next, a separate in-person interview was conducted with the analysts’ supervisor, an organisational HIT leadership team member. Two researchers conducted each session, one serving as the moderator to ensure that the session progressed smoothly and the other taking field notes and ensuring coverage of all topics. Sessions were recorded, transcribed verbatim and imported into NVivo software for open coding and text retrieval.

Analysis
Guided by an immersion/crystallisation technique, three researchers first independently immersed themselves in the data by examining and coding each transcript in NVivo. The researchers then met to discuss this coding and developed a codebook that facilitated the identification of future meaningful transcript segments. The researchers then independently used the codebook to revisit the transcripts and develop categories that described bigger concepts. They then jointly discussed these larger codes to identify patterns in the data, and validated these patterns against the original transcripts. Multiple iterations of this process continued until the team members reached consensus on the themes that emerged.

Procedures to establish validity
The researchers involved in data analysis were from family medicine (NP), education (WY) and liberal arts (ZK) backgrounds, thereby allowing for multidisciplinary perspectives through discussion and minimising disciplinary bias in data interpretation. The lead author also periodically presented the ongoing data analysis to a larger multidisciplinary qualitative research group for further discussion and feedback.

RESULTS

Overall, as shown in Figure 1, optimisation analysts served as mediators between HIT leadership and primary care teams and performed various activities to bridge these organisational levels.

Goals and approaches when working with HIT leadership
Table 1 summarizes the analysts’ goals and approaches when working with HIT leadership.

Analysts tried to understand upcoming system-wide initiatives by attending strategic leadership meetings. They augmented this understanding with informal conversations. They also met regularly with their supervisor to develop a strategy when a team’s EHR use directly conflicted with current or planned operations. This supervisor involved operational leadership and clinic managers in the troubleshooting process if additional assistance was needed:

We have to talk to different people and [primary care] teams and initiatives to make sure that our teams are doing the correct work and to make sure that they’re not wasting time coming up with a process that is only going to be undone or not organisationally supported.

For consistency, the organisation changes the EHR only for an entire specialty at once, rather than by individual request. Therefore, analysts let leadership know about shared
technology challenges that clinical teams faced, so that solutions could be considered and applied across the group.

**Goals and approaches when working with primary care teams**

Table 2 summarizes the analysts’ goals and approaches with primary care teams.

Analysts received diverse requests for assistance due to variations in each clinical team’s situation. They obtained a further understanding of teams’ needs by reading weekly team meeting minutes and visiting teams to observe EHR use. Analysts perceived that their efforts were better received if they introduced new concepts of how the EHR could be utilized to facilitate the team’s daily work:

> We’ve been working with [the team’s] project[s] and their gaps and their work. Their world. We understand what they’re trying to do and we really help them with their questions and not [just] give them a general Health Link optimisation.

To achieve the goal of aligning teams’ EHR usage with organisational standards, analysts helped teams understand the rationale for why certain changes could or could not be made. Then, a frequently used strategy involved redirection towards developing a process that would be organisationally supported and could achieve the same goal. The analysts also tried to customise the way they presented upcoming organisational EHR initiatives to primary care teams to demonstrate how these changes reflected specific EHR functionality needs that a team had expressed in the past.

Primary care teams were generally unaware of the full functionality of the EHR, and this often led to inefficient usage. Therefore, another goal was to optimise use of current EHR functionality by increasing awareness of existing features. For example, when a team thought it needed to create a new flow sheet, analysts directed them to an existing EHR tool that would also improve workflow:

> It seemed like a lot of time we were going, ‘So you know you can do that, this is where it is.’

Analysts tried to train each team member to have a similar EHR knowledge base. Realistically, however, analysts worked more closely with certain team members who were willing or had the time to learn in the hope that they would become champions who would promote the optimal use of the EHR across the team.

Analysts perceived that the team members found it difficult to devote time to EHR optimisation due to the busy nature of primary care. Therefore, they provided EHR optimisation training activities in multiple ways. They answered questions...
virtually using e-mail in conjunction with EHR screen shots. However, they preferred providing in-person support, because they perceived it led to better recall afterwards. They also provided group learning opportunities, such as lunch-and-learn demonstrations focused on a specific functionality within the EHR, and overall refresher courses for team members needing additional support. One specific optimisation activity that was performed in person was developing a shared understanding of how team members had different screen views within the EHR because of their professional role:

And having them understand what an [medical assistant] sees is different from reception. So it’s facilitating that communication. A lot of it was, ‘Okay, if you type it in here, reception is going to see it here.’

Finally, as the individuals that were able to see what all the teams were doing, optimisation analysts found themselves as a conduit for information sharing between primary care teams.

Whereas, we’re the people that read everybody’s minutes, so we go, ‘Oh, someone else was talking about this… why don’t you contact them and look at their work?’

### Challenges experienced when attempting optimisation

Analysts experienced multiple challenges when trying to optimise primary care teams EHR usage as described below.

#### Standardisation versus customisation challenge

A major responsibility was to help teams use the EHR in a consistent way. However, analysts perceived tension between EHR decisions being made by top HIT leadership and changes in grassroots team empowerment to improve clinical care processes. The analysts perceived an unintended consequence of empowering team members through the Microsystems approach were that it allowed teams to refuse organisational requests to test processes that were being considered for dissemination across the organisation.

They’ve [the teams] got power to do what they want. The Microsystems [program] gave them that power, and as long as they keep meeting they can still have the power. We’re kind of running into this where top-down, we want them to test things and pilot, but they say, ‘No thanks, we don’t want to.’

A particular challenge was when teams wanted to use an EHR tool to improve clinical care before HIT leadership at the organisation felt ready to dedicate the appropriate resources to support this work. For example, teams were very excited to develop new ways to use My Chart, a portal that allows patients direct access to portions of their own EHR and provides a means of electronic communication with the primary care office. In one instance, a team wanted to put the form used to collect a medical history from the patient into My Chart instead of handing it to patients when they came into the office. However, the organisation wanted to make sure that anything that was placed into My Chart would be applicable across all patients. It also did not want to spend resources on building a form that the EHR vendor might be providing in a future update. Therefore, the analysts were put in the position of explaining why this could not be done.

So everyone is diving towards My Chart, going ‘We want this history form to be done this way, wouldn’t that be cool? Why do we have to give to them [the patients]?’ And it’s like, well, we can do that soon, but there is so much build and development to get that right….Knowing that we’re not going to put a lot of work into a form that we know very possibly by the end of next year could be available on My Chart [through the EHR vendor].

### Challenge from varied physical and cultural contexts of clinics

Each clinic has a unique culture, with differences across patient populations, staffing needs and governing regulations. The primary care clinics are owned and managed by three separate entities that have different legal, financial and
governance structures. Therefore, an organisationally mandated standard process might not necessarily benefit a specific clinic in gaining time efficiencies or in facilitating their workflow.

Let’s think of [Clinic A] or [Clinic B]. They’re really small town and they know their patients and it’s hard for them to understand why would we be doing a learning assessment? We’ve known this patient for years, as opposed to [Clinic C], which is a big clinic, and they may have a lot of transient patients who come in and don’t have that same patient base where they really don’t know their patients quite as well.

[Certain] clinics have to run under [Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO)] regulations. Our other clinics don’t. So some standards have been put into place, like pain scale and learning assessment for [these] clinics because that is a JCAHO regulation that they are required to document on each visit.

Challenges from operational issues
Analysts described the challenge of the teams’ lack of compensated time for EHR optimisation within the clinic day.

If they don’t have time allowed – if it’s being put on top of their work, if they don’t have the time to be able to do the stuff that they do outside their meeting, you’re not going to get engagement.

They were constrained by a limited organisational budget for more personnel.

We have a schedule of how we will hit each clinic so we have to go clinic by clinic, so it is somewhat of a slow process. But, we only have so much budget, also. So, obviously, it would always be nice to go faster if we could get more people.

Finally, there was a perceived lack of clarity in the analysts’ initial job definition, making its scope unclear.

That was challenging because it was hard for [Optimization Analyst 1] and [Optimization Analyst 2] because they really weren’t sure what they were supposed to do. Were they supposed to sit at the team meeting?

Challenges of personnel readiness
Analysts perceived a challenge with teaching team members to do something differently, saying, ‘It’s a lot of work. It’s a lot of old habits we’re trying to break.’ They thought this challenge was more present with physicians’ and nurses’ reluctance to admit knowledge gaps as opposed to medical assistants and receptionists.

Now when we’re looking at standardisation across all of the organisation, the providers will need to start entering their own orders. That’s definitely an area where we are going to have complaints. They are not liking the standardisation because we are requiring them to do something that they didn’t have to do previously, maybe don’t want to do.

Analysts perceived nurses, in particular, to be the most challenging group to optimise due to a lack of related technological knowledge:

A lot of the time the RNs just don’t pick up. When we first trained them they were the worst part of the group because they are clinical, they are not typists. They didn’t understand the concept, all they wanted to do was nursing. So they were the hardest, many times, to get using the functionality, just because it was so foreign to them.

They’ll tell you, ‘I’m a nurse, I’m not a computer person.’

Challenges from EHR technical issues
Inconsistency and inefficiency within the EHR software frustrated team members:

‘Epic software isn’t always consistent. In one place, it might say “close” and it is a blue square and in the next set of functionality it might say exit and it is a red triangle or something. So there’s no consistency in that. Providers have complained about that.

‘One of the big things is providers hate how many clicks it takes to do something – they don’t want to hit six buttons to do something.’

Future optimisation plans
The organisation is piloting the combination of clinical education and EHR optimisation training as part of an initiative that is developing a standardised workflow for clinics.

Previously in the past, a new staff member came in, they had clinical education – you know, how you take a blood pressure, how do you use the scales correctly, things like that – that was all separate and then they would have separate days of how to use the EHR. So we never, we really didn’t work together.

It’s not always just how to enter it or where to enter it, but how to get the best information – the most accurate – and get it in the system.

More optimisation analysts are being hired as part of this initiative. These analysts’ expected duties include observing and analysing teams’ current workflow, identifying training needed before a standardized workflow can be implemented, and providing on-site assistance and training to teams. Over
Therefore, subject to role conflict, a well-known stressor. The analyst’s position is, and organisational expectations versus requests and expectations (e.g. in-person support versus responding to requests via email), demands with regard to training and education (e.g. providing HIT leadership of concerns shared across primary care teams. They also customised EHR training by explaining existing options that met team member’s needs, and thereby deflected requests for new functionality. Other challenges to optimisation were related to the varied physical and cultural contexts in which clinics existed, operational issues (e.g. time and budget), personnel readiness for technology adoption and technical issues with the EHR software.

**Implications of the findings**

It is critical to understand how organisations can support and improve EHR use after implementation in order for the EHR to achieve its potential as a tool for facilitating high quality care. This study poses the question about how to organise EHR optimisation activities. The analysts in charge of EHR optimisation clearly experience a range of conflicting demands with regard to training and education (e.g. providing in-person support versus responding to requests via email), and organisational expectations versus requests and expectations from primary care teams. The analyst’s position is, therefore, subject to role conflict, a well-known stressor. It is important to ensure that individuals in this position have the organisational support, tools and resources necessary to accomplish their goals effectively and efficiently.

We discovered a tension between standardisation and customisation that was embedded within the EHR optimisation process. For the organisation, standardisation is perceived as efficient and leading towards the goal of improving the quality of care. For primary care teams, however, standardisation might result in unnecessary documentation for their clinical context. Teams desired customised functionality to improve the efficiency of care. This conflict raises a debate on whether standardisation truly should be weighted more than customisation in terms of efficiency, and whether it can lead to meaningful optimisation without buy-in or direction from the end user primary care teams. Existing research indicates a key to successful EHR implementation involves organisational support for an interactive, flexible process of planning. Therefore, one possible solution to this tension is to have organisational support for customisation in certain dimensions. By extension, it may be also critical to involve all stakeholders in planning EHR optimisation to understand how EHR usage can best fit in with or improve the existing organisational structure and culture. The analysts’ recognition of the conflict between organisational standardisation and desired team customisation is based on some real and quite fundamental issues with EHR use in primary care. In the initial optimisation process it appeared that the analysts organised, as perhaps they must, their training around the question of ‘How do we get the users to use the EHR properly?’ rather than starting with the larger question of ‘How can we utilize the EHR to improve the quality and efficiency of care?’ Thus, the data collected from the analysts in this study raises other broader (and generally unaddressed) questions about implementation as well. The implementation of EHRs has generally been done in the absence of an in-depth understanding of the workflow, cognitive and interactional activities in primary care, much less the support needed to accomplish these tasks. The tasks in primary care have been enumerated, but have not been incorporated into EHR design. Training may be able to make up for poor design or implementation goals, but only to a point. Forcing EHR standardisation upon clinical needs that EHR functionality cannot satisfy is counterproductive. An understanding of the contexts of use and having the EHR implementation be responsive to these contexts along with end users’ needs and values appears to be crucial for successful EHR optimisation.

**Comparison with the literature**

Prior literature is focused on barriers to EHR implementation and documents wide variation in the use of existing EHR functionality. This study adds to the existing literature by identifying approaches and challenges to EHR optimisation encountered by analysts who are embedded within a large institution that is undergoing large-scale primary care transformation. Other organisations that are considering designing a program for EHR optimisation may wish to use this information as anticipatory guidance regarding potential challenges. In particular, the lack of time for teams to engage in EHR optimisation may be reflective of the multiple competing demands, high workloads and time pressures reported by primary care clinicians, which necessitates creative solutions.

**Limitations of the method**

Our findings are subject to several limitations. First, the number of participants involved in this exploratory study was small because only three individuals in this organisation were involved in this mediating role with primary care teams. To explore their unique role, our interviews were limited to these three individuals. Second, our findings may have limited generalisability to other settings. In particular, the comments about nurses being the most challenging group to optimise may not be generalisable to other health care settings as our study involved only primary care teams. However, the nature of qualitative research is to provide
Call for further research

Further research exploring EHR optimisation is critical for improving the EHR’s use as a tool to improve the quality and efficiency of care. This research should use more participants and then propose and test best practices to determine how the EHR can be used to meet multiple stakeholder needs. In particular, future research needs to further address the potential conflicting goals and expectations of primary care team members versus HIT leaders regarding EHR use. It will be useful for future studies also to consider how an emphasis on fully using EHR functionality can produce unintended consequences, such as team workflow disruption and the loss of important interpersonal communication, which appears to be important in the quality of care. The poignant comment that ‘I’m a nurse, I’m not a computer person’ raises the question of what valuable interactional or other qualities might be lost through implementing some of the EHR functionality. It is possible, although not proven, that some of the ‘old habits we’re trying to break’ have value or add efficiency.

CONCLUSIONS

We discovered that analysts played an important role as mediators at the interface between clinical primary care teams and HIT leadership when performing EHR optimisation. These individuals did not merely convey the organisational HIT goals to primary care teams but instead, developed an understanding of both organisational and clinical teams’ goals. They used this context to tailor their training to team needs and to express shared team concerns to leadership. We also discovered several challenges to EHR optimisation including tension between standardisation and customisation, operational, personnel readiness and technical software issues.
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